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Surely, to improve your life high quality, every publication Dark Age Ahead By Jane Jacobs will have their
particular lesson. Nevertheless, having specific awareness will make you feel more certain. When you really
feel something take place to your life, in some cases, checking out book Dark Age Ahead By Jane Jacobs can
help you to make tranquility. Is that your real hobby? Often of course, but sometimes will certainly be
unsure. Your option to read Dark Age Ahead By Jane Jacobs as one of your reading e-books, could be your
correct e-book to check out now.

From Publishers Weekly
Jacobs's The Death and Life of Great American Cities forever transformed the discipline of urban planning
by concentrating on what actually helped cities work. Unencumbered by generations of fatuous theorizing,
Jacobs proposed a model of action that has left a positive mark in neighborhoods all over the world. Her
latest salvo, Dark Age Ahead, is, despite the pessimism of many of its conclusions, also positive, less a
jeremiad than a firm but helpful reminder of just how much is at stake. Jacobs sees "ominous signs of decay"
in five "pillars" of our culture: family, community, higher education, science and "self policing by the
learned professions." Each is given a detailed treatment, with sympathetic but hard-headed real-world
assessments that are often surprising and always provocative and well-expressed. Her chapter on the decline
of the nuclear family completely avoids the moral hand-wringing of the kindergarten Cassandras to place the
blame on an economy that has made the affordable home either an unattainable dream or a crippling debt.
Her discussion of the havoc wrought by the lack of accountability seems ripped from any number of
headlines, but her analysis of the larger effects sets it apart. A lifetime of unwasted experience in a number of
fields has gone into this short but pungent book, and to ignore its sober warnings would be foolish indeed.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
The end of the world as we know it has inspired a lot of writing lately. With this selection, eminent
architectural and city-planning scholar Jacobs (The Death and Life of Great American Cities) argues that
Western civilization in general and North American society in particular are headed for a period of
reconfiguration, chaos, and--perhaps most frightening--lost cultural memory: a Dark Ages for the new
millennium. Jacobs examines five key load-bearing pillars of Western civilization (community and family,
higher education, scientific advancement, taxation, and self-policing by learned professions) and compares
their dry rot to the crumbling of earlier cultures. Getting beyond well-worn parallels between America and
Rome, she also considers the respective Dark Ages of Native America and, with the help of Karen
Armstrong's work on post-agrarian cultures, the Middle East. Changes in agriculture and transportation, as it
turns out, are particularly important to her argument and reveal Jacobs' sound urban-studies foundation, a
solid analysis of demographics that keeps this book's alarming thesis from being simply alarmist. Brendan
Driscoll
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review



"She once again has proven herself to be one of the most trenchant observers and challenging critics of
American culture and character." —The Christian Science Monitor

"There's no writer more lucid than Jane Jacobs, nobody better at using wide-open eyes and clean courtly
prose to decipher the changing world around us. . . . It's a tribute to Jacobs that her observations still
resonate, succinct yet dead on. That's why Dark Age Ahead is a treat to read for the way it snaps our
perceptions into focus." —San Francisco Chronicle

"A short, dense, terse and often lyrical book that sets the wistful against the hopeful. . . . Wonderful and
essential." —Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

"Dark Age Ahead is witty and damning. . . . It's hard to disagree with Jane Jacobs. . . . Worth reading and
thinking about." —The Washington Post Book World

"Jane Jacobs has been right about so much for so long that when she writes gloomily of a 'Dark Age Ahead,'
we all better listen…. Prescient." —Austin-American Statesman

"[Jacobs is] the matchless analyst of all things urban." —The New Yorker

"A short, terse and often lyrical book that sets the wistful against the hopeful. . . . This book is a warning,
artfully and profoundly dressed as a reminder. . . . Thanks to Jacobs for pointing the way." —St. Petersburg
Times

"Scholarly yet accessible . . . certain to spark debate . . . [a] unique addition to the genre of social
forecasting." —Library Journal

"Compact and compelling…A spellbinding account of the forgetting and misplacing of shared values, assets
and skills that . . . may lead the contemporary Western world into widespread social, economic and physical
disaster." —Toronto Globe and Mail

"Still right and still cranky after all these years." —Cincinnati Enquirer

"Jacobs has always championed neighborhoods. Now she has extended her ideas about community to
include the culture at large…We should stick around and listen up." —Newsweek

"Jacobs is the quintessential public intellectual, entirely self-taught, omnivorous in her references, pan-
historical in her outlook. . . . Dark Age Ahead is something of a retrospective of Jacobs' theories and travels,
anchored in specific examples from her years of observation and activism." —The Sunday Oregonian
(Portland)

"Culture critic Jane Jacobs, famous for her work on the economies of cities, has taken the idea of a tipping
point toward a dramatic end." —Chicago Tribune

"A sweeping survey of a civilization—ours—on the brink of catastrophe. . . . What makes Dark Age Ahead
worth a read is the way in which its author brings her famously independent and inductive mind to bear in
fresh ways on familiar topics." —Berkeley Daily Planet

"A blend of advocacy and anecdote about how to protect the vitality of American cities." —The Financial
Times



"Jane Jacobs is the kind of writer who produces in her readers such changed ways of looking at the world
that she becomes an oracle, or final authority." —The New York Sun
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In this indispensable book, urban visionary Jane Jacobs argues that as agrarianism gives way to a
technology-based future, we’re at risk of cultural collapse. Jacobs—renowned author of The Death and Life
of Great American Cities and The Economy of Cities—pinpoints five pillars of our culture that are in serious
decay: community and family; higher education; the effective practice of science; taxation, and government;
and the self-regulation of the learned professions. The corrosion of these pillars, Jacobs argues, is linked to
societal ills such as environmental crisis, racism, and the growing gulf between rich and poor.

But this is a hopeful book as well as a warning. Drawing on a vast frame of reference—from fifteenth-
century Chinese shipbuilding to Ireland’s cultural rebirth—Jacobs suggests how the cycles of decay can be
arrested and our way of life renewed. Invigorating and accessible, Dark Age Ahead is not only the crowning
achievement of Jane Jacobs’ career, but one of the most important works of our time.
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include the culture at large…We should stick around and listen up." —Newsweek

"Jacobs is the quintessential public intellectual, entirely self-taught, omnivorous in her references, pan-
historical in her outlook. . . . Dark Age Ahead is something of a retrospective of Jacobs' theories and travels,
anchored in specific examples from her years of observation and activism." —The Sunday Oregonian
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"Culture critic Jane Jacobs, famous for her work on the economies of cities, has taken the idea of a tipping
point toward a dramatic end." —Chicago Tribune

"A sweeping survey of a civilization—ours—on the brink of catastrophe. . . . What makes Dark Age Ahead
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"Jane Jacobs is the kind of writer who produces in her readers such changed ways of looking at the world
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Most helpful customer reviews

19 of 19 people found the following review helpful.
A few indicators of approaching decline
By Tim Lukeman
What thoughtful person hasn't lately wondered if American society & culture are in decline? And if so, is it
an irreversible decline?

In this short volume, Jane Jacobs articulates her fears of a coming Dark Age, choosing to focus on a few
specific indicators. So this isn't an all-encompassing look at what's happening right now, buttressed with
copious references & facts. It's more of a personal cri de coeur -- certainly drawing on a lifetime of study &
knowledge, but ultimately speaking very much from the heart of old age, watching as the world eagerly
marches closer to the edge of a cliff.

What particularly struck me was the emphasis on how easily so much can be forgotten, how a culture can
wither on the vine without anyone really noticing until it's too late. As Jacobs points out, there are places in
America that already live a Dark Ages existence -- there always have been -- but the number of such places
is growing. People who once thought themselves secure are now sliding into the dark.

But how can so much be forgotten in the digital age? As Jacobs also points out, the digital library is an
especially fragile thing, one that will deteriorate far more swiftly than an old-fashioned printed book. More
than that, though, memory has begun to deteriorate at a frightening pace; supposedly educated people are
ignorant of knowledge that a typical grade-schooler once knew.

In addition, the changes in society, the glorification of profit & power above all, the disregard for what we
now call the 99% by the 1%, are all having a nagative effect on the fabric of life. Basic survival is becoming
precarious, even as the arts & wisdom that sustain a culture are ignored & discarded. No wonder Jacobs was
so concerned as she approached the end of her own life!



Again, a smaller book, but well worth reading -- recommended!

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
JJ is Amazing
By May Bees
so hard to read but so pertinent to todays world

we are not like to Roman empire but like the Byzantine one - see how the income shifted up wards, wars
used to profit the wealthy, the grass roots people refused to fight "their" economic wars and it broke into
pieces - google it!

Good thing she helps us see the light at the end of the tunnel

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
A little dated, but clearly prescient.
By Darin L Ramsey
I read this as research for a science fiction novel I'm writing. She comes within a hair's breadth of predicting
the housing bubble collapse from 2003. The insights on what expediency and politics can cost a society at
large are clear and unavoidable, and the fact that there's very little any individual -- or group of individuals --
can do about it is chilling.

See all 61 customer reviews...
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